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year's work will tend to reduce the number
of failures in third-year arithmetic, and give
a firmer foundation for the work of the fol-
lowing grades.
Outline of Work. 1. Reading and writing
of numbers to 10,000. Roman numerals may
be written to C. Reading and writing of
dollars and cents and of fractions used in
this grade.
2. Emphasis upon place value, and upon
our notation as a decimal system. Use col-
umns on blackboard, and chalk dots as coun-
ters; and columns on paper with charcoal
dots as counters. Then use the digits and
zero to represent the number indicated by
the counters.
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DRILL IN NOTATION
1. In addition show the real value of each
digit or sum of digits; for example,
(a)	(b)	(c)
24	75	75
36	63	63
73	92	92
-is	JI	il
120	270	287
188	_H
287
In (a) the sum of the units is 13. Write
13 as if that were the only sum to be found.
The sum of the tens is 12, which means 120.
Combine the two sums.
In (b) add the tens first; the sum is 27
tens or 270. Add the units; combine the two
sums.
In (c) the sum of the units is 1 ten and
7 units. Place the 1 ten in tens' column and
7 in units' column; then add the tens. Much
use of the method in (a) and (b) gives a
realization of place value and shows the 2,
3 and 7 in tens7 column to be really 20, 30,
and 70, giving the sum 120. These several
methods make excellent checks in addition.
Let the children $dd using method (a) and
 check by method (b) or (c); or use (e) first
and check by (a) or (b). This gives much
opportunity for practice in addition in this
and in later grades without direct depend-
ence upon the teacher.
Add the following at sight:
(a)
42
7
(b)
63
24
87
(c)
87
56
143"
82
74
156
Seeing 50 + 40 or 90, and 9 in (a)
Seeing 20 ~f 60 or 80, and 7 in (b)
Seeing 80 -j- 70 = 150, and 6 in (c)
Seeing 130 -f 10 or 140, and 3 in (d)
2. The same idea is emphasized in multi-
plication; for example,
(a)
212
X6
12
60
1200
(c)
212
6
1272*
(b)
212
X6
1200
60
12
1272
In (a) we have 6 X 2 = 12, C X 10 «= 60,
6 X 200 = 1200.
In (b) we begin with the largest number.
We begin to multiply at the left or at the
right, as we please, and set down the entire
product of each multiplication.
In (c) we "carry" the 1 ten, and add it to
the 6 tens.
3. In subtraction we see it thus:
(l)
86=70+16
—19=104- 9
604- 7=67
(2)
284=2004-704-14
—157=100+504-7
"	1004-204-7=127
(3)
836=800+20+16=700+120+16
—249=200+40+ 9=200+ 40+ 9
—	5W+ 80+7=587
Let the more concise method follow from
this, noting each step, and recognizing the
real meaning in the shorter form, as below?
(4)
836
^249
587
9 from 16=7
4 from 12=8
2 from 7=5
Kote that 4 from 12 is 4 tens (or 40) from
12 tens, or 120, leaving 8 tens, or 80; and
2 from 7 is 2 hundred from 7 hundred, or £
hundred. See how each step in (4) is the
same as the corresponding step in (3)^

